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THE DANGERS OF COURT STRIPPING
INTRODUCTION
IT IS A PLEAS UREU)R TO BE HERE TODAY
TO DISCUSS SOME OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE
"NEW RIGHT " IN THE 97TH CONGRESS.
IF I ASKED ANY ONE OF YOU TO DESCRIBE
AGENDA OF THE "NEW RIGHT"





ISSUES: -SCHOOL PRAYER, BUSING,
THE





























































































































































































































































































































































UBCOMMI TTEES REP OR TED
O PREVENT LOWER














































i LAST YEAR THE FULL SENATE
FAVORABLY
VOTED
ON AN AMENDMENT TO THE DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE AUTHORIZATION BILL
HAVE SEVERELY
THAT WOULD
LIMITED THOSE INSTANCES IN
WHICH A FEDERAL COURT COULD ISSUE A
BUSING ORDER.
* DURING THIS PAST AUGUST
SEPTEMBER, THE ENTIRE SENATE WAS TIED UP
FOR SIX WEEKS IN A FILIBUSTER ON AN
AMENDMENT TO THE DEBT CEILING BILL WHICH
WOULD HAVE REMOVED SUPREME COURT AND LOWER
FEDERAL COURT JURISDICTION OVER SCHOOL
FRAYER
e. AT LAST COUNT,
APPRO
THERE ARE
XIMATELY 30 SEPARATE PIECES OF
LEGISLATION PENDING IN THE HOUSE AND THE
SENATE THAT WOULD LIMIT THE JURI SDICTION



























































































































































































































































CONGRESS WOULD BE FREE TO ESTABLISH
L RELIGION -- BY STRIPPING THE































IMPACT ON THE COU
NOT ONLY ARE
BUT THEY DON'T DO
CLAIM THEY DO.
RTS




































































































































































































































































THE IMPACT OF THESE BILLS 0
CONSTITUTION AND THE COURTS HAS
UNDERESTIMATED. THE SAME IS TRUE



































































































































































































































































































THIS HARDLY REPRESENTS A CAREFULLY








































































































LE DRAFT. HOWEVER, TH
FERED IS TO LEAVE THE
MPOSITION OF THE ARMED
ARATE STATE COURTS. T
TORY RESULT IS THAT
NIA MIGHT BE
QUIRED TO BE DRAFTED
RIZONA MIGHT BE IMMUNE
E
HE
FURTHERMORE, THIS BILL WAS PROPOSED
BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT HAD EVEN RENDERED
ITS DECISION ON THE SUBJECT OF THE ALL-MALE
ORAFT. IT IS DIFFICULT TO SEE HOW THE COURT































































































































































































WHICH RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES ARE TO
REVIEWED, CONGRESS HAS, IN EFFECT,
BE
DECIDED
WHICH RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES EXIST.
ALTERNATIVES TO COURTSTRIPPING
IT IS FOR ALL OF THE REASONS I HAVE
OUTLINED TODAY THAT PREVIOUS PRESIDENTS
AND PREVI OUS CONGRESSES HAVE REJECTED THE
OPTION OF OVERTURNING CONSTITUTIONAL
DECISIONS OF THE SUPREME COURT BY STATUTES.
DURING THE PAST 200 YEARS, ON FOUR
DIFFERENT OCCASIONS, OUR NATION HAS
RESPONDED TO CONTROVERSIAL SUPREME COURT































































































































































































































THE- "POLITICS" OF "COURTSTRIPPING"
I AM CONVINCED THAT IF THE AVERAGE
CTIZEN KNEW WHAT THESE COURT






IT IS EASIER FOR
SOME POLITICIANS TO CAST A PRO-PRAYER
VOTE THAN TO WORRY ABOUT WHETHER THEY













































































































































































THE ONLY CRITERIA SEEMS TO BE
THAT WHENEVER A MOMENTARY
MAJORITY CAN BE BROUGHT TOGETHER









OF HAVE CONTINUED TO PUSH THEIR PARTICULAR
SOCIAL
STRIPPING.
AGENDA IN THE CONTEXT OF COURT
THEY CONTINUE TO TRY AND TIE
UP THE SENATE AND THEY CONTINUE TO POSE A

































































































































































































































































TO THE I N
"COURT PACKING



































































































































































































































































































MENT OR OF SOME
S THE SPIRIT
TO PARTICIPATE
E MOST
THAT HAS
BY THIS CONGRESS
THANK YOU.
)
